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when you use a data recovery software, it needs to be able to read the disk at the lowest level in order to recover data. the way that a data recovery software achieves this is by using its own algorithm to find the

deleted file(s). if the deleted file is not recoverable by the data recovery software, it will skip it and move on to the next file. this is the same process that has been used for years by some of the leading undelete tools.
however, recover my files is able to perform a deeper level recovery that allows it to find data that most other data recovery software cannot. in addition to scanning for file types, recover my files also scans for

particular files. this is a fantastic feature that allows you to pinpoint the file you are interested in recovering. recover my files will then search for this file on the drive it is scanning. if this feature isnt enabled, recover
my files will scan for files based on their internal file structure. this includes things like the size of the file, the date it was created, where it was saved, and the file type. if this feature is not enabled, recover my files will
not be able to locate all the files that are deleted, but it will still be able to locate many of them. the scan features are really good, but it also has a few limitations. for instance, it does not appear to be able to find files

that are compressed. this is most likely due to the fact that it is not scanning for the actual file content itself. this is something that other data recovery tools are able to do, which is one of the reasons why they are
more capable than recover my files.
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